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Vocabulary Review 

Match the correct vocabulary word from column two to the 
sentence it completes in column one by writing the letter 

associated with the word in front of its sentence. 

1.  ________ The magician performed 
one --- after another. 

a. replicas 

2.  ________ Walking through historic 

Savannah on a holiday feels like running 
the ---. 

b. desolation 

3.  ________ On our trip out west, we 
saw --- of Native American dwellings at 
Mesa Verde. 

c. feat 

4.  ________ Making a perfect score on 
Mr. Jones’s test is a --- few can achieve. 

d.  extorted 

5.  ________ The early pioneers had to 
travel through miles of --- to reach 
California. 

e.  gauntlet 

6.  ________ The robber --- jewels from 
all the ladies at the gathering. 

f.  illusion 

 

Chapters 1 – 5  

 
1. Is suffice used correctly in the sentences below?  
True or False 

___________ Cereal and milk will suffice for dinner. 
___________ He looked nice, but normally he would have 

worn a suffice for the occasion. 
___________ Suffice to say, he was the fastest runner in 

three counties. 
 

2.  Circle six words in the box that are synonyms of 

maniac. 

sane lunatic loony 

rational nutcase commonsensical 

freak wise mental case 

normal madman sound 

 

3.  “Suffice to say” or “suffice it to say” are idioms dating 
back to the 1300’s. The idiom means it is enough to say 
this and no more. Write a sentence using this idiom. 

 

____________________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

____________________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

 

Page 16 Page 1 
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Vocabulary Review 

Match the correct vocabulary word from column two to the 
sentence it completes in column one by writing the letter 

associated with the word in front of its sentence. 

1.  ____f____ The magician preformed 
one --- after another. 

a. replicas 

2.  ____e____ Walking through historic 

Savannah on a holiday feels like running 
the ---. 

b. desolation 

3.  ____a____ On our trip out west, we 
saw --- of Native American dwellings at 
Mesa Verde. 

c. feat 

4.  ____c____ Making a perfect score on 
Mr. Jones’s test is a --- few can achieve. 

d.  extorted 

5.  ____b____ The early pioneers had to 
travel through miles of --- to reach 
California. 

e.  gauntlet 

6.  ____d____ The robber --- jewels from 
all the ladies at the gathering. 

f.  illusion 

 

Chapters 1 – 5  

 
1. Is suffice used correctly in the sentences below?  
True or False 

______T_____ Cereal and milk will suffice for dinner. 

______F_____ He looked nice, but normally he would have 

worn a suffice for the occasion. 

______T_____ Suffice to say, he was the fastest runner in 

three counties. 

 

2.  Circle six words in the box that are synonyms of 

maniac. 

sane lunatic loony 

rational nutcase commonsensical 

freak wise mental case 

normal madman sound 

 

3.  “Suffice to say” or “suffice it to say” are idioms dating 
back to the 1300’s. The idiom means it is enough to say 
this and no more. Write a sentence using this idiom. 

_____________________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

Page 16 Page 1 
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Maniac Magee ~ Chapters 1-5 

1. Chapter 1 can best be described as ---. 

a. an insight into Maniac’s personality 

b. details about Maniac’s appearance 
c. an explanation of why Maniac ran away 

from home 
d. background information  about the East 

and West Sides of Hector Street 

2. A good title for Chapters 2-5 could be ---. 

a. Getting Into Trouble 

b. Maniac’s First Day at East End  
c. Meet Amanda Beale 

d. A Football Star in the Making 

3. From which point of view is Maniac Magee 
written? 

a. first-person point of view – The author tells 
the story through the eyes of the 

protagonist, Jeffery ‘Maniac’ Magee. 
b. third-person limited point of view - The 

narrator follows Maniac and only reveals his 

thoughts. 
c. second person point of view - The author 

describes events as if they are happening to 
you. The reader is a participant in the action 
of this story. 

d. third-person omniscient - The narrator 
knows details about all the characters. 

4. The reader can make all of the following 

conclusions after reading Chapters 1-5 except--

-. 

a. Maniac is good at taking care of himself. 

b. Aunt Dot and Uncle Dan never found Maniac 
after he ran away. 

c. Maniac’s favorite book is a story about the 

Children’s Crusade. 
d. Maniac doesn’t know that he is supposed to be 

afraid of 803 Oriole Street. 

5. Select the correct answer inside the set of 

brackets.   

The author, Jerry Spinelli, uses a lot of 

[hyperbole, scientific facts, onomatopoeia, 

historical details] in Maniac Magee.  

Give one example. 

______________________________________

______________________________________

______________________________________ 

6. Which sentence does not belong?  

(A) The quarterback, Brian Denehy, threw a sixty-
yarder to James “Hands” Down. (B) Before the ball 

could reach Hands, Maniac caught it. (C) Maniac 
ran up the field through all the other players. (D) 
This must have been quite a sight! (E) When 

Maniac reached the soccer field, he punted the ball 
into Hand’s outstretched hands. 

a.  Sentence B b.  Sentence C 
c.  Sentence D d.  Sentence E 

 

7. Which question does the reader NOT know 

the answer to after reading the first five 
chapters of Maniac Magee? 

a. How does Maniac survive living on his own? 

b. What is Maniac good at doing? 
c. What does Maniac want from Amanda 

Beale? 
d. What happened to cause Maniac to run 

away? 

8. How does the setting shape the plot? 

a. Maniac goes through school property even 
though he hasn’t attended school in over a 
year. 

b. Maniac runs away from Hollidaysburg and 
ends up in Two Mills 200 miles away. 

c. Maniac goes to the East End, a neighborhood 
where only African Americans live. There he 
stands out because he is the only Caucasian. 

d. Maniac was born in an ordinary house in 
Bridgeport. 
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Chapters 1-2 ~ Constructed Response – Cause and Effect  

Several events in Maniac’s early life have effects on his 
behavior. For each cause named list its effect. 

  

 

 

 

  

Maniac's parents are killed in a trolley 
accident when he is three years old. 

_________________________________

_________________________________

_________________________________

_________________________________

_________________________________

_________________________________ 

Uncle Dan and Aunt Dot are Catholics.  

__________________________________

__________________________________

__________________________________

__________________________________

__________________________________

__________________________________ 

During the spring musicale, Uncle Dan 
and Aunt Dot sit on oppostie sides of 
the auditorium. 

_________________________________

_________________________________

_________________________________

_________________________________

_________________________________

_________________________________ 

Maniac arrives in Two Mills just across 
the river from Bridgeport where he 
lived before his parents died. 

_________________________________

_________________________________

_________________________________

_________________________________

_________________________________

_________________________________ 

CCSS.ELA-Literacy.RL.4.1 Refer to details and examples in a text when explaining what the text says explicitly and 
when drawing inferences from the text. 
CCSS.ELA-Literacy.RL.5.5 Explain how a series of chapters, scenes, or stanzas fits together to provide the overall 
structure of a particular story, drama, or poem. 
CCSS.ELA-Literacy.RL.6.5 Analyze how a particular sentence, chapter, scene, or stanza fits into the overall structure of 
a text and contributes to the development of the theme, setting, or plot.  
 

http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/RL/4/1/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/RL/5/5/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/RL/6/5/
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Bonus Constructed Response Question 

 

 
  This anchor chart pairs with a constructed response question. You will find a copy of 

this question along with the answer key in this packet. 

 

Notice that this anchor chart is completed with sticky notes. Using sticky notes is a 

great way for students to add information to the chart. Simply give each student in 

the class a sticky note to complete and add to the chart. Later remove duplicate 

answers.  

Using sticky notes also means that the anchor chart can be used over and over again 

with different groups of students 
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CCSS.ELA-Literacy.RL.5.2 Determine a theme of a story, drama, or poem from details in the text, including how characters in a story or drama respond to challenges or 
how the speaker in a poem reflects upon a topic; summarize the text. 
CCSS.ELA-Literacy.RL.6.2 Determine a theme or central idea of a text and how it is conveyed through particular details; provide a summary of the text distinct from 
personal opinions or judgments.  
CCSS.ELA-Literacy.RL.7.2 Determine a theme or central idea of a text and analyze its development over the course of the text; provide an objective summary of the text. 

Constructed Response – Theme 
Select two themes that are present in Maniac Magee. After writing the theme in the center of the two charts give proof 

of these themes. 
 

Theme #1  

Proof Proof 

Theme #2  

Proof Proof 

http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/RL/5/2/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/RL/6/2/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/RL/7/2/
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Maniac Magee ~ Chapters 1-5 Answer Key 

1. Chapter 1 can best be described as ---. 

a. an insight into Maniac’s personality 

b. details about Maniac’s appearance 
c. an explanation of why Maniac ran away 

from home 
d. background information  about the East 

and West Sides of Hector Street 

2. A good title for Chapters 2-5 could be ---. 

a. Getting Into Trouble 

b. Maniac’s First Day at East End  
c. Meet Amanda Beale 

d. A Football Star in the Making 

3. From which point of view is Maniac Magee 
written? 

a. first-person point of view – The author tells 
the story through the eyes of the 

protagonist, Jeffery ‘Maniac’ Magee. 
b. third-person limited point of view - The 

narrator follows Maniac and only reveals his 

thoughts. 
c. second person point of view - The author 

describes events as if they are happening to 
you. The reader is a participant in the action 
of this story. 

d. third-person omniscient - The narrator 
knows details about all the characters. 

4. The reader can make all of the following 

conclusions after reading Chapters 1-5 except--

-. 

a. Maniac is good at taking care of himself. 

b. Aunt Dot and Uncle Dan never found Maniac 
after he ran away. 

c. Maniac’s favorite book is a story about the 

Children’s Crusade. 
d. Maniac doesn’t know that he is supposed to be 

afraid of 803 Oriole Street. 

5. Select the correct answer inside the set of 

brackets.  

The author, Jerry Spinelli, uses a lot of 

[hyperbole, scientific facts, onomatopoeia, 

historical details] in Maniac Magee.  

Give one example. 

 Maniac keeps an eight-inch cockroach on 

a leash. 
 Rats guard Maniac while he sleeps. 

 Maniac runs away from his aunt and 
uncle’s house at 11 years old and runs for 
a year. 

6. Which sentence does not belong?  

(A) The quarterback, Brian Denehy, threw a sixty-
yarder to James “Hands” Down. (B) Before the ball 

could reach Hands, Maniac caught it. (C) Maniac 
ran up the field through all the other players. (D) 
This must have been quite a sight! (E) When 

Maniac reached the soccer field, he punted the ball 
into Hand’s outstretched hands. 

a.  Sentence B b.  Sentence C 
c.  Sentence D d.  Sentence E 

 

7. Which question does the reader NOT know 
the answer to after reading the first five 

chapters of Maniac Magee? 

a. How does Maniac survive living on his own? 

b. What is Maniac good at doing? 
c. What does Maniac want from Amanda 

Beale? 

d. What happened to cause Maniac to run 
away? 

8. How does the setting shape the plot? 

a. Maniac goes through school property even 

though he hasn’t attended school in over a 
year. 

b. Maniac runs away from Hollidaysburg and 
ends up in Two Mills - 200 miles away. 

c. Maniac goes to the East End, a 

neighborhood where only African Americans 
live. There he stands out because he is the 

only Caucasian. 
d. Maniac was born in an ordinary house in 

Bridgeport. 
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Chapters 1-2 ~ Constructed Response – Cause and Effect  

Several events in Maniac’s early life have effects on his 
behavior. For each cause named list its effect. 

  

 

 

 

  

Maniac's parents are killed in a trolley 
accident when he is three years old. 

Maniac goes to live with his Uncle Dan 

and Aunt Dot. 

Uncle Dan and Aunt Dot are Catholics.  

Uncle Dan and Aunt Dot will not get a 
divorce. They live together with two of 
everything, so they do not have to see 
each other. 

During the spring musicale, Uncle Dan 
and Aunt Dot sit on oppostie sides of 
the auditorium. 

Maniac has had enough of his  aunt and 

uncle's behavior. With a scream, he 
leaves, never to return. 

Maniac arrives in Two Mills just across 
the river from Bridgeport where he 
lived before his parents died. 

After a year of running, Maniac stops. 

CCSS.ELA-Literacy.RL.4.1 Refer to details and examples in a text when explaining what the text says explicitly and 
when drawing inferences from the text. 
CCSS.ELA-Literacy.RL.5.5 Explain how a series of chapters, scenes, or stanzas fits together to provide the overall 
structure of a particular story, drama, or poem. 
CCSS.ELA-Literacy.RL.6.5 Analyze how a particular sentence, chapter, scene, or stanza fits into the overall structure of 
a text and contributes to the development of the theme, setting, or plot.  
 

(Answer Key) 

http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/RL/4/1/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/RL/5/5/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/RL/6/5/
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CCSS.ELA-Literacy.RL.5.2 Determine a theme of a story, drama, or poem from details in the text, including how characters in a story or drama respond to challenges or 
how the speaker in a poem reflects upon a topic; summarize the text. 
CCSS.ELA-Literacy.RL.6.2 Determine a theme or central idea of a text and how it is conveyed through particular details; provide a summary of the text distinct from 
personal opinions or judgments.  
CCSS.ELA-Literacy.RL.7.2 Determine a theme or central idea of a text and analyze its development over the course of the text; provide an objective summary of the text. 

Constructed Response – Theme Answer Key 
Select two themes that are present in Maniac Magee. After writing the theme in the center of the two charts give proof 

of these themes. 
 

Theme #1 – abandonment 

Being abandoned by people you love can negatively shape a person’s outlook on life. 

 Proof 

• Maniac's parents and Grayson abandon Maniac 

when they pass away.  

• Uncle Dan and Aunt Dot do not act as parents. 

They are too busy ignoring each other. 

 

Proof 

 

Maniac does not leave Russell and Piper even though 

he must stay in a dirty home under terrible conditions. 

 

Theme #2 family/friendship 

Everyone needs the love and support of friends and family. 

 Proof 

 
Jeffrey lacks a family. He spends the entire book 

looking for an address; however, he is really looking 
for a family. 

 

Proof 
Families: 

> Uncle Dan and Aunt Dot 
> Pickwells 
> Beales 

> McNabs 
Friends 

>Amanda 
>Grayson 
>Mars Bar 

 

http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/RL/5/2/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/RL/6/2/
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/RL/7/2/
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Addendum 
Student Packet  

without Common Core State Standards 

Important Update 

Originally 46 states adopted the Common Core State Standards. 
Many teachers have commented that they love having the 
standards on pages with constructed response writing prompts for 
accountability reasons. Now educational trends are changing. Many 
states have repealed Common Core and adopted their own state 
standards. To meet the needs of teachers both using and not using 
Common Core Standards, I have opted to provide the writing 
questions both with and without standards. Look at the addendum 

at the end of this unit for more details and the printable student 
packet without teaching standards.   
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To make creating a printable student 

packet easier, the comprehension and 

constructed response questions are 

both included in this section. 
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Maniac Magee ~ Chapters 1-5 

1. Chapter 1 can best be described as ---. 

a. an insight into Maniac’s personality 

b. details about Maniac’s appearance 
c. an explanation of why Maniac ran away 

from home 
d. background information  about the East 

and West Sides of Hector Street 

2. A good title for Chapters 2-5 could be ---. 

a. Getting Into Trouble 

b. Maniac’s First Day at East End  
c. Meet Amanda Beale 

d. A Football Star in the Making 

3. From which point of view is Maniac Magee 
written? 

a. first-person point of view – The author tells 
the story through the eyes of the 

protagonist, Jeffery ‘Maniac’ Magee. 
b. third-person limited point of view - The 

narrator follows Maniac and only reveals his 

thoughts. 
c. second person point of view - The author 

describes events as if they are happening to 
you. The reader is a participant in the action 
of this story. 

d. third-person omniscient - The narrator 
knows details about all the characters. 

4. The reader can make all of the following 

conclusions after reading Chapters 1-5 except--

-. 

a. Maniac is good at taking care of himself. 

b. Aunt Dot and Uncle Dan never found Maniac 
after he ran away. 

c. Maniac’s favorite book is a story about the 

Children’s Crusade. 
d. Maniac doesn’t know that he is supposed to be 

afraid of 803 Oriole Street. 

5. Select the correct answer inside the set of 

brackets.   

The author, Jerry Spinelli, uses a lot of 

[hyperbole, scientific facts, onomatopoeia, 

historical details] in Maniac Magee.  

Give one example. 

______________________________________

______________________________________

______________________________________ 

6. Which sentence does not belong?  

(A) The quarterback, Brian Denehy, threw a sixty-
yarder to James “Hands” Down. (B) Before the ball 

could reach Hands, Maniac caught it. (C) Maniac 
ran up the field through all the other players. (D) 
This must have been quite a sight! (E) When 

Maniac reached the soccer field, he punted the ball 
into Hand’s outstretched hands. 

a.  Sentence B b.  Sentence C 
c.  Sentence D d.  Sentence E 

 

7. Which question does the reader NOT know 

the answer to after reading the first five 
chapters of Maniac Magee? 

a. How does Maniac survive living on his own? 

b. What is Maniac good at doing? 
c. What does Maniac want from Amanda 

Beale? 
d. What happened to cause Maniac to run 

away? 

8. How does the setting shape the plot? 

a. Maniac goes through school property even 
though he hasn’t attended school in over a 
year. 

b. Maniac runs away from Hollidaysburg and 
ends up in Two Mills 200 miles away. 

c. Maniac goes to the East End, a neighborhood 
where only African Americans live. There he 
stands out because he is the only Caucasian. 

d. Maniac was born in an ordinary house in 
Bridgeport. 
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Chapters 1-2 ~ Constructed Response – Cause and Effect  

Several events in Maniac’s early life have effects on his 
behavior. For each cause named list its effect. 

  

 

 

 

Maniac's parents are killed in a trolley 
accident when he is three years old. 

_________________________________

_________________________________

_________________________________

_________________________________

_________________________________

_________________________________ 

Uncle Dan and Aunt Dot are Catholics.  

__________________________________

__________________________________

__________________________________

__________________________________

__________________________________

__________________________________ 

During the spring musicale, Uncle 
Dan and Aunt Dot sit on oppostie 
sides of the auditorium. 

_________________________________

_________________________________

_________________________________

_________________________________

_________________________________

_________________________________ 

Maniac arrives in Two Mills just across 
the river from Bridgeport where he 
lived before his parents died. 

_________________________________

_________________________________

_________________________________

_________________________________

_________________________________

_________________________________ 
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 Constructed Response – Theme 
Select two themes that are present in Maniac Magee. After writing the theme in the center of the two charts give proof 

of these themes. 
 

Theme #1  

Proof Proof 

Theme #2  

Proof Proof 
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Terms of Use 
• All rights reserved by Gay Miller. 

• This purchase includes a limited license for single 

classroom use only. You may utilize it for each 

student you serve.  

Product Don’ts 

• You may not upload this product to the Internet or 

store it in any public retrieval service of any kind 

outside of using it with your own students. 

• No part of the product may be altered for resell or 

distribution.  

• If you have any questions feel free to contact me 

at teachwithgaymiller@gmail.com. 
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Check out my new YouTube channel. 
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